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Portray the performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust  

• The institute’s growth and development highly depend upon the innovative and different 

approaches it adapts to nurture the students to achieve heights of excellence. The teachers 

play a pivotal part in imparting inspirational and career-deciding attributes to the students. In 

order to portray such strong and immense level of attributes to the students, the teachers 

themselves perform and carry out these activities which help robustly in portraying these 

things to the students in the most rigid, practical and precise manner. Hence, it can be said 

that “Teachers” are the most profound distinctive elements of this Institute. 

• Devotion is the key to shine higher and brighter in any field of life whether it is academics, 

administration or ‘Shram-Daan’; ‘Ann-Daan’; ‘Nishakt jano ki Sewa’ and providing foods 

and amenities to malnutrition-prone children. This aspect falls under the category of charity 

related activities in which teachers perform these activities with selflessness and social 

service intensions. Teachers perform these tasks with a lot of care and efforts in the local 

areas of charitable and social activities. These involves activities and processes like ‘shram-

daan’. One innovative activity is ‘neki-ki-diwaar’ which involves donation of clothes, shoes, 

etc. for people incapable of affording such items. The teachers donate such items at consistent 

intervals with lot of interest and care. Apart from such local ‘sewas’, the teachers also are 

inbound to multi-city charitable activities. This includes ‘providing food supplies’ to the 

needy people and ‘essential amenities’ to the economically backward people.  

• One effective innovative activity that the teachers do is “Paying of Fees for incapable 

students” hailing from poor economic family background. 

• The institute organizes blood donation camps on annual basis. In this campaign of teaching 

students about social responsibilities and nation building, students participation is 

encouraged. 

• A good number of teachers are graced with awards and appreciations. This in turn projects 

the teachers with fame as well as outreach amongst the institutes throughout the city. 

• As the teachers get reputed through such intense and out classy activities, they are called by 

different societies and institutes as Judges and Resource Persons for their respective cultural, 

social and academic activities and competitions.  

• As the teachers gain ecstatic experience through such a decorated career of teaching and 

excellence, they understand the value of knowledge necessary for the students to shine higher 

and higher in their respective careers. For this, the teachers donate text and reference books 

to the Library of the Institute. This creates humongous opportunities for the students who are 



not capable of purchasing and owning books high in price and value. Through this selfless 

activity of donation of books, two important aspects are fulfilled. One, the students achieve 

the utilization of essential books paramount for their success in careers. Second, the Library 

of the Institute gets enriched in the content of books which are innovative, rare and essential 

for the students in learning as well as for the faculties in teaching. Additionally, the teachers 

through such immense level of experience, donate journals and manuscripts related data 

which provide robust solidity and profound rigidity to the concepts and the knowledge base 

of the students inclined towards research related careers. Apart from the Library of the 

Institute, different departments of the institute maintain a departmental library for themselves 

as well as the students which provides crisp knowledge related not only to their respective 

core subjects but also the inter-disciplinary fields of academics and research. 

• The teachers at the institute bestows supplies, items, apparels, shoes and miscellaneous 

amenities to the Class-IV employees. Teachers provide these items with selfless care and 

attitude to support and assist the employees as well as their respective family members which 

in turn creates a lively and blooming atmosphere throughout the institute. 

• An essential attribute that the teachers at the institute possess is the ‘Attribute of Endurance’. 

The core reason for this is the battling struggle that the teachers have faced during the process 

of conversion of the institute during the process of becoming ‘non-government to 

government’. For this, the teachers collectively united themselves as a strong family unit and 

went through tough journey of transition which in turn imparted the sense of patience, 

endurance and fortitude amongst the teachers. 

• One of the teachers at the institute got a “National-Award” for the sports activity. This creates 

a sense of inspiration, motivation and encouragement to the students at the institute to relay 

their mindset towards sports as their career and interest. 
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Prestigious Decorations and Awards of the Teachers 
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